In this paper, we propose to estimate a dynamic model for the term structure of interest rates considering two alternative specifications of the Nelson and Siegel (1987) model, generalizing several models found in the literature. At first, we consider that the weights of factors vary over time with conditional heteroskedasticity using a stochastic volatility model with common factors. In the second case, we consider a model in which the latent factors individually follow autoregressive processes with stochastic volatility, including the possibility of leverage effects. The so-called volatility factors seek to capture the uncertainty over time associated with the level, slope and curvature of the yield curve. The estimation is performed through Bayesian inference using the Monte Carlo Markov Chain method. The results for the term structure of DI futures and U.S. Treasury bonds used in this study show that the volatility factors are highly persistent, and also indicate that the use of stochastic volatility leads to better in-sample fits to the observed yield curve.
Introduction
Fitting and forecasting the term structure of interest rates is of utmost importance for policymakers. In finances, the information provided by interest rate curves is important for the pricing of bonds, interest rate derivatives, portfolio management and asset allocation. In macroeconomics, the interest rate gives important information on the state of the economy and of business. Therefore, several researchers have worked on this topic, giving rise to a comprehensive literature on the fitting and forecast of the term structure. Notwithstanding the sizeable amount of studies dealing with this issue, only very recently has attention been turned to the fitting and forecast of interest rates along with the conditional heteroskedasticity of the term structure of interest rates.
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This issue is particularly important because the assumption of constant interest rate volatility in these models often has remarkable practical implications for risk management policies, which can be too simple, neglecting the risk of a timevarying volatility structure. Interest rate hedging and arbitrage operations could be influenced by the presence of time-varying volatility as, in these operations, it is necessary to compensate for the market price of interest rate risk. Another important implication is that in the presence of conditional volatilities the confidence intervals of fits and forecasts derived from these models will be calculated incorrectly in finite samples.
To assess the effects of time-varying volatility structures, it is important to retrieve characteristics from the major models used for the modeling of the term structure of interest rates. These models can be categorized into three main classes: no-arbitrage models; equilibrium models; and statistical models.
No-arbitrage models for the term structure of interest rates are obtained by the imposition of consistency conditions between the interest rates of several maturities so as to prevent the systematic existence of arbitrage opportunities, and are based on the existence of an equivalent martingale. Examples of these models include those of Hull and White (1990) , and the general framework that defines these models is described in the seminal work of Heath et al. (1992) . With respect to time-varying volatilities, note that the structure defined in Heath et al. (1992) (henceforth HJM) allows for stochastic volatility structures.
However, the presence of stochastic volatility structures in the class of HJM models leads to two important problems. The first problem arises because these models are often used in the pricing of derivative tools. In this case, the parameters of the HJM model are obtained by the perfect calibration of the interest rate curve observed on a given day through the prices of market instruments. Although this method enables the arbitrage-free pricing of derivative tools, it does not allow for interest rate forecasts, given that this is a cross-sectional fit and does not allow directly obtaining the dynamics observed in the term structure of interest rates. The second problem is that the imposition of general stochastic volatility structures on no-arbitrage models for the term structure of interest rates often leads to non-Markov dynamics for these interest rates, which hinders the use of econometric methods, such as the Kalman filter, for parameter estimation.
The second class of models, equilibrium models, is obtained by the imposition of equilibrium conditions between the yields of several maturities for the interest rate. These models are usually based on the modeling of the instantaneous forward rate, typically using the structure of affine models, in which the rates of other maturities can be derived by assuming that the risk premium is given by an affine function. These models were developed in Vasicek (1977) , Cox et al. (1985) , Duffie and Kan (1996) or in Dai and Singleton (2002) . Although they are analytically tractable and allow obtaining closed formulas for the pricing of bonds and derivatives, these models have a major problem with the fit and forecasts of the interest rate curve. The literature indicates that these models are usually deficient in these aspects, and the forecasts produced by equilibrium models do not compare to those generated by the random walk model as shown, for example, in Duffie and Kan (1996) . In regard to the presence of time-varying volatilities, the imposition of stochastic volatility structures on this class of models leads to problems such as the lack of affine formulations or the necessity for time non-homogeneous models, resulting in the need of calibration methods which, as with no-arbitrage models, prevents the dynamic fit of the interest rate curve and the construction of forecasts. A general discussion about these problems is available in Brigo and Mercurio (2006) .
The third class of models includes statistical ones. These models are obtained as purely statistical representations of the evolution of the term structure of interest rates, and are therefore obtained without the direct imposition of no-arbitrage or equilibrium conditions. This class comprises principal components models, factor models or latent variable models, as well as interpolation models. According to Matzner-Lober and Villa (2004) , most of the intuition about the dynamics of the prices of bonds and yields comes from these models, as in Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) and in Pearson and Sun (1994) . Even though these models are obtained as purely statistical representations, note that for some classes of models, as occurs with the vector autoregressive representation for yields and the generalization of Nelson-Siegel model proposed in Christensen et al. (2010) and Christensen et al. (2009) , the imposition of no-arbitrage conditions does not represent gains in the fit or forecasting of these models, as discussed in Joslin et al. (2011) and, consequently, if the objective consists of the fit and forecast of the interest rate curve, the imposition of no-arbitrage conditions is redundant.
Among statistical models, Nelson-Siegel model (Nelson and Siegel, 1987) and its variants are the most popular amidst fixed income managers and central banks. The attractiveness of factor models in Nelson-Siegel class is due to their parsimony and good empirical performance. Such models can capture most of the evolution of the term structure of interest rates with the use of three factors. Many extensions of Nelson-Siegel models have been proposed (see Almeida et al. (2009) , Laurini and Hotta (2010) , Bjork and Christensen (1999) , Rudebusch and Wu (2008) , among others).
The works of Diebold and Li (2006) and turned their attention to Nelson-Siegel model and reinterpreted it as a three-factor statistical model to describe the interest rate curve over time. The three factors are interpreted as level, slope, and curvature, being consistent with the interpretation made in Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) , providing some economic sense. The major contribution in Diebold and Li (2006) and is that the forecasts generated by this class of models are superior to those of several other models available in the term structure of interest rates literature, including time series models, such as vector autoregressive (VAR) models and dynamic error correction models. extend the structure by adding non-latent macroeconomic factors, such as inflation and output gap.
Parameter estimation in Diebold and Li (2006) and is based on two simplifying assumptions. The factor loadings in Nelson-Siegel model rely on a single weighting parameter (decay). To allow for the estimation of timevarying latent factors in a linear framework, factor loadings are kept constant over time for each maturity. In Diebold and Li (2006) , the decay parameter is determined ad hoc, being fixed in the whole sample, and consequently, factor loadings do not vary over time. The second hypothesis, also assumed in , Yu and Zivot (2011) , Almeida et al. (2009 ), Caldeira et al. (2010 , is concerned with volatility, which is maintained constant for all maturities throughout the sampling period.
These assumptions are related to the greater estimation difficulty in the presence of time-varying volatilities and decay (weight) factors. By setting these assumptions aside, estimation by usual methods such as ordinary least squares can no longer be used, as well as simultaneous estimation techniques such as maximum likelihood obtained by the decomposition of the forecast error through the Kalman filter used in Caldeira et al. (2010) since, with time-varying volatilities and decay parameters, it is not possible to obtain a linear and Gaussian state-space model.
Another problem is the high dimensionality of the term structure, which becomes even more problematic with the use of multivariate stochastic volatilities. In this problem, if the volatility structure is utilized for all latent factors, the volatility process is turned into a multivariate process, making estimation problems much more complex, as multivariate stochastic volatility models are plagued by problems with non-trivial inference, as shown, for instance, in . Some ways to overcome this issue were proposed by Bianchi et al. (2009 ), Koopman et al. (2010 , Laurini and Hotta (2010) and Haustsch and Ou (2010) . In Koopman et al. (2010) , a factor volatility structure is adopted for the latent variables, using a specification based on GARCH models. However, this representation assumes some simplifications to avoid identification and estimation problems in multivariate GARCH models. The volatility structure is based on an essentially univariate framework, as in this specification the volatility of other latent factors is obtained by the linear drift of only one volatility factor. It should also be remarked that the estimation method used is based on an approximation to the likelihood of the process, which might not have statistical optimality. Another drawback to this model is the incompatibility of GARCH models with continuous time representations, which hinders the interpretation of these models in terms of pricing of financial assets.
In Laurini and Hotta (2010) and Haustsch and Ou (2010) , the stochastic volatility process is based on models known as log-normal stochastic volatility models, introduced by Taylor (1986) . In Laurini and Hotta (2010) model, the log-normal stochastic volatility specification is assumed only for the measurement errors of the interest rate curve, whereas the latent factor structure is deemed to be homoskedastic. In the specification proposed by Haustsch and Ou (2010) , a log-normal stochastic volatility structure is assumed for each latent factor, thus resulting in a more general stochastic volatility process. Note that, in these two approaches, the estimation is based on Bayesian methods using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method, owing to the difficulty in estimating stochastic volatility models, in which it is not possible to obtain analytical formulas for the evaluation of the likelihood function.
In this paper, we present a generalization for the volatility structures described in Koopman et al. (2010) , Laurini and Hotta (2010) and Haustsch and Ou (2010) . By using data on interbank deposit (ID) futures contracts traded at the Brazilian Mercantile and Futures Exchange (BM&F) and the U.S. Treasury data from Diebold and Li (2006) and , we estimate the dynamic NelsonSiegel model with time-varying factor loadings and stochastic volatility. We take into account two specifications in order to model the conditional volatility. In the first one, analogous to the one utilized by Koopman et al. (2010) , the term structure risk is captured via a common stochastic volatility component. In the second alternative, our goal is to model the stochastic volatility of each latent factor in Nelson-Siegel model in a straightforward manner. Modeling volatility directly in terms of factors is a more flexible approach and allows capturing the uncertainty over the level, slope, and curvature of the interest rate. Thus, the so-called level volatility represents the volatility of the general interest rate level, while slope volatility captures the uncertainty over the spread between long-and short-term rates. In turn, curvature volatility is associated with the risk of changes in the curvature of the term structure. In this specification, it is also possible to model the interest rate curve measurement error as a process with stochastic volatility, as in Laurini and Hotta (2010) . In this specification, we also discuss the possibility of leverage effects, i.e., the possible correlation between measurement equation errors and the errors of each latent factor, as outlined in Jacquier et al. (1994) .
Unlike the specifications used in the formulation of Nelson-Siegel model with stochastic volatility defined in Haustsch and Ou (2010) , in both specifications proposed here, the parameter that determines factor loadings, λ t , is also regarded as a latent process that varies stochastically over time, being addressed as a fourth latent factor. This addition is important for the modeling of interest rate curves of emerging countries, characterized by frequent changes in formats and maximum maturities in interest rate curves, as discussed in Laurini and Hotta (2010) . The dynamics of level, slope, and curvature latent factors, along with the parameter that determines the factor loadings is modeled jointly as an autoregressive process.
Modeling of conditional heteroskedasticity is targeted at improving the quality of fit and forecasting, including the periods of change in volatility, and at capturing the stylized fact about the presence of different volatility structures for each maturity of the term structure, and also at adding stylized facts about the interest rate curves of emerging markets, which usually have higher volatility than interest rate curves of developed countries, characterized by a larger stability over time and lower volatilities.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic structure of Nelson-Siegel models. Section 3 presents the two formulations of stochastic volatility models. Section 4 describes the Bayesian estimation method using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. Section 5 provides the term structures of the interest rates used in this study, the ID futures contract and the U.S. term structure of Treasury bonds, the estimation results, and the comparison between models. Finally, Section 6 concludes.
Nelson-Siegel Factor Model for the Term Structure of Interest Rates
At a given time, t, the interest rate curve, denoted here by y t (τ ), represents the interest rate as a function of maturities τ . The exponential model of the interest rate curve proposed by Nelson and Siegel (1987) and reinterpreted by Diebold and Li (2006) considers a parametric structure for the evolution of the term structure of interest rates over time, in which the coefficients can be interpreted as level, slope, and curvature factors. The corresponding interest rate curve (in the representation for the spot curve) is:
The shape of the interest rate curve is determined by three parameters (β 1,t , β 2,t and β 3,t ) and by the weights assigned to them. Parameter λ t , regarded as fixed in Diebold and Li (2006) , governs the exponential decay rate, and small (large) values of λ t are associated with a smooth (fast) decay, and provide longer (shorter) maturities with a better fit. The weight of the first component is 1 (constant) for all maturities, thus β 1,t stands for the long-term factor and is interpreted as the interest rate curve level, which equally influences the short-and long-term rates. The weight of the second component, 1−e λ t τ λtτ , begins at 1 and converges to zero monotonically and rapidly, and β 2,t is interpreted as the interest rate curve slope, or the short-term factor, given that this factor has a strong influence on short-term interest rates. The weight of the third component,
λtτ , is a concave function, which takes value zero for maturity zero, increases, and then converges monotonically to zero in longer maturities. Therefore, β 3,t is interpreted as curvature, or medium-term factor, as it is associated with medium-term interest rates.
At each time period, there are interest rates y t (τ ) for several maturities τ . Therefore, the equation can be estimated at each time period, obtaining time series for parameters β t . Hence, if it is possible to model and predict the behavior of latent factors β t , interest rate curve forecasts can be obtained from these factors. Diebold and Li (2006) , Almeida et al. (2009) , among others, use a two-step procedure to estimate the model. In the first step, time series are obtained by least squares regressions at each t, and the three time series of β 1,t , β 2,t and β 3,t are often modeled by a first-order autoregressive process.
An alternative is to represent the model in state-space form and to estimate all parameters simultaneously. The system, containing the transition and measurement equations, is given by:
where Λ(λ t ) is an (N x 3) matrix for factor loadings, which will vary over time only if the decay parameter λ is variable.
Measurement equation (2) defines the vector of interest rates (T × N) for N maturities, as the sum of factors multiplied by their weights, with a vector of Gaussian-distributed errors that is independent across maturities. The vector β t of (3 × 1) size represents the factors, and Φ is the coefficient matrix of VAR that models the dynamics of states (latent factors) over time. To estimate the model in linear form through the Kalman filter, for example, the factor loadings need to be kept constant over time for each maturity, yielding λ t = λ. For further references on this estimation technique, see, for instance, Caldeira et al. (2010) .
Generalized Nelson-Siegel Models

Factor SV model
The first generalization of dynamic Nelson-Siegel models shown in this paper generalizes the original model by adding a time-varying decay parameter λ and a generalized stochastic volatility structure, made up of two blocks. The first block of the SV structure is an equation that makes the measurement error volatility of the yield observation equation vary over time, whereas the second block describes the evolution of the volatility of latent factors β 1,t , β 2,t and β 3,t as a factor stochastic volatility model. This model can be represented by the following system of equations in nonlinear state-space form:
In this system, Equation 4 is the Nelson-Siegel observation equation for the observed yields; equation 5 describes the evolution of volatility σ ,t of measurement error t as a log-normal stochastic volatility model. Equation 6 shows the evolution of the log of parameter λ t as a first-order autoregressive process. The log in this equation is used to guarantee the positive sign of this parameter in the observation equation. We assume that error processes σ t , t , λt , 1 , 2 , 3 , σ1,t , σ2,t and σ3,t are independent processes (in time and among themselves) with zero mean and constant variance. The system of equations described in 7 shows the evolution of latent factors β 1,t , β 2,t and β 3,t as a vector autoregressive process, with error components given by i σ i,t , where i stands for each latent factor and σ i,t is the time-varying volatility of each latent factor. In this first specification, similarly to the factor GARCH specification used in Koopman et al. (2010) , the evolution of the volatility of latent factors is described by a factor model, in which we identify the only latent volatility factor with the volatility of latent factor σ 1,t for β 1,t . Other normalizations are possible and do not affect the results. In this normalization, factors σ 2,t and σ 3,t are obtained as linear functions of latent factor σ 1,t , with intercept parameters given by α 2 and α 3 and slope parameters γ 2 and γ 3 .
Factor parameterization reduces the dimension of the problem by excluding two additional latent factors for volatilities from the estimation, replacing them with the linear functions of the first factor. Although this parameterization is similar to the one used by Koopman et al. (2010) , some important differences are noted. In the parameterization conducted by Koopman et al. (2010) , volatility structure is given by a GARCH volatility structure, and thus volatility is a deterministic function of the squared error and of volatility at t − 1 plus one intercept. Note that in the model of Koopman et al. (2010) , this volatility intercept is defined a priori by identification issues. The estimation of the model proposed by Koopman et al. (2010) is based on quasi-maximum likelihood through the decomposition of the forecast error by the extended Kalman filter, which is based on a local log-linearization of the nonlinear state-space model.
Nevertheless, these series approximations used in the extended Kalman filter could be poor representations of true nonlinear equations and of probability distributions involved in the process, causing problems of filter divergence which usually result in high mean squared errors in the fit of these models, as discussed in Wan and van der Merwe (2000) and Doucet et al. (2001) . Owing to these approximations, the quasi-maximum likelihood properties derived from these approximations imply nonoptimal properties in finite samples for parameter estimators and latent factors.
In this paper, we replaced the GARCH model with log-normal stochastic volatility models. The choice of this model is justified by several factors. There is empirical evidence indicating that these models are better at capturing stylized facts about financial series and at forecasting than are other volatility models (e.g., Koopman et al. (2005) ). These models also have natural continuous time formulations, which does not occur with conventional GARCH models, and thus their interpretation is straightforward in continuous time asset pricing models. Finally, these additional stochastic volatility components can be formulated as additional latent factors in state-space form and dealt with by the same Bayesian method using Markov Chain Monte Carlo, which is used for the estimation of other latent volatility factors, through a hierarchical formulation.
SV model with individual factors
While the factor model specified above and the factor model proposed by Koopman et al. (2010) are relatively parsimonious by eliminating two additional factors from the model, these formulations also introduce important restrictions on the dynamics of the volatility of latent factors. By assuming that the dynamics of each latent factor are linear transformations of a single latent volatility factor, the factor model disregards an important aspect concerning the dynamics of NelsonSiegel models. A remarkable feature in the specification of Nelson-Siegel model is that latent factors can be considered empirical decompositions of level, slope, and curvature. This empirical decomposition implies that the behavior expected from latent factors is poorly correlated with movements in the level, slope, and curvature. This behavior can be explained by the high correlation among level, slope, and curvature factors obtained by Nelson-Siegel model and the level, slope, and curvature factors obtained by the orthogonal decomposition of principal components in Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) . Therefore, even though the decomposition of level, slope, and curvature implies orthogonality for the mean of latent factors, it also affects the movement of the second moment of latent factors ; so, assuming the dynamics of a single latent factor for the evolution of volatility can be an invalid restriction.
To avert the imposition of this restriction, the second parameterization used in this paper utilizes a complete evolution structure for the volatility of latent factors, based on the log-normal SV model structure for each of the latent factors, maintaining the other structures used in the previous model (log-normal SV for measurement errors and time-varying decay parameter λ). The full structure of this model is given by:
In this parameterization, equations 8, 9 and 10 are substituted into the system of equations described in Eq. 15, and now instead of a single latent factor for the volatility process, each component β 1,t , β 2,t , β 3,t has a specific stochastic volatility component. In this parameterization, we also allow for leverage of volatility processes, enabling a contemporaneous correlation between the error components of stochastic volatility equations of the observation and sign equation, similarly to the stochastic volatility model with leverage defined in Jacquier et al. (1994) . The covariance matrix between these factors is defined by equation 16 through the symbol Ω, and by the addition of another six correlation parameters to the model. Equations 4-9 and 11-16 represent the general models of both classes. We can obtain several submodels by adding restrictions on these general models by assuming that parameter λ, for instance, is constant over time, that the matrix of vector autoregressive parameters for latent factors β 1,t , β 2,t , β 3,t is diagonal and by eliminating the leverage effect, rendering matrix Ω diagonal. A specification analysis with the several estimated submodels is shown in Section 6.
Bayesian Estimation Based on MCMC
The systems of equations described in equations 4-9, representing the factor SV model, and in equations 11-16, representing the model with individual SVs, are systems represented in nonlinear state-space form. This nonlinearity hinders the use of the conventional estimation method using state-space models, the maximum likelihood obtained by the decomposition of forecast errors through the Kalman filter. The presence of time-varying component λ t turns the observation equation into a nonlinear function of this latent factor. Note that the specification of this Nelson-Siegel observation equation also hinders the use of this method for the estimation of stochastic volatility components, as the conventional estimation by quasi-maximum likelihood through the Kalman filter is based on a linearization of the observation equation, e.g. Jungbacker and Koopman (2009) , which cannot be directly applied to this class of models. A possible alternative is the use of the extended Kalman filter proposed in Anderson and Moore (1979) , but it is plagued by divergence problems and poor fits in finite samples, as mentioned earlier.
Given that it is of particular interest to maintain the specification and to avoid approximations, the simultaneous estimation of the proposed models should be performed by Bayesian inference using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach. This method allows obtaining estimates for the a posteriori distributions of parameters and latent factors using Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations. Other reasons for the use of Bayesian methods in term structure models are presented in Chib and Ergashev (2009) , who point out the advantages of these methods over dimensionality, identification and inference problems in multifactor term structure models. In Bayesian inference procedures, the aim is to estimate the posterior distribution of parameters of interest conditional on the observed sample, denoted by p(Θ|y). The following expression is used to find the distribution of parameters Θ conditional on the sample:
where p(y|Θ) is the model's likelihood, p(Θ) is the prior distribution assumed for the parameter and p(y) is the marginal distribution of the sample. As the sample is observed and fixed, this marginal distribution only has to be known up to a constant of integration, which makes inference procedures easier. Using the Bayes lemma, we can write:
Then the posterior distribution is proportional to the product of the likelihood and to the prior distribution:
Bayesian estimation methods enable natural interpretation of information updates, as the information in the prior distribution is updated by the information in the sample represented by likelihood, allowing the estimation of the posterior distribution. Bayesian estimation methods also have some important computational advantages over classic methods, especially with regard to complex dimensionality problems. In these contexts, the use of prior information allows circumventing usual identification problems in higher-dimensional models, mainly through the use of hierarchical formulations. Identification, both in classic and Bayesian contexts, is defined as the existence of only one vector of parameters that defines the same likelihood function, e.g. Rothenberg (1971) , Kadane (1974) , Poirier (1998) and Aldrich (2002) . The use of prior information allows estimating unidentified models by reducing the sample space in the posterior distribution of data. As discussed in Florens et al. (1990) , the selection of appropriate priors allows estimating posterior distributions econometrically identified by the reduction in the sigma-algebra that generates the posterior distribution. This concept is especially useful in hierarchical models, in which the posterior distribution of each hierarchy serves as the prior of the subsequent level of the model. As state-space models are a type of hierarchical structure, the information on each level allows identifying the other levels, with an adequate choice of priors. This method allows solving usual non-identification problems in classic models by using the Kalman filter for higher dimensional models, as is the case of interest rate latent factor models (e.g. Duffee (2002) ). Kim and Orphanides (2005) demonstrate that affine term structure models can be characterized by observationally equivalent (unidentified) estimations, but with different economic interpretations.
Both classes of models discussed in this paper correspond to latent hierarchical models with three levels and six latent processes. Let Θ be the collection of parameters of the model, and let F t := (β 1t , β 2t , β 3t ) and V t := (ln σ 2 1,t , ln σ 2 2,t , ln σ 2 3,t ). Then, the likelihood function of the model is given by:
. . .
where p(Y |Θ, F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F T ) denotes the (conditional) density of observations Y given the parameters Θ and latent factors, and p(F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F T |Θ) denotes the conditional density of latent factors given the parameters of the model Θ. Because factors are unobservable, they need to be integrated, resulting in an integral of dimension (3T ). Evidently, p (F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F T |Θ) depends on a new set of unknown components represented by volatility factors V 1 , . . . , V T . It is written as:
where (V 1 , . . . , V T |Θ) denotes the density of stochastic volatility components. The structure of priors is given by a univariate normal distribution with the precision matrix given by an inverse gamma distribution for the vector autoregressive parameters of latent factors; the decay parameters follow log-normal distributions in the hierarchical formulation with precision parameters given by an inverse gamma distribution, latent factors of level, slope, and curvature, hierarchical Gaussian priors, also using inverse gamma distributions as precision parameters. The intercept parameters and the persistence of volatility equations are specified by the normal-inverse gamma distribution and in the case of the factor model, in the volatility given by equation (5), the loading matrix is also given by a normal-inverse gamma distribution. The general structure for latent volatility factors is given by hierarchical log-normal priors with inverse gamma precisions. The model's structure then assumes a multivariate normal distribution for the interest rate curve yields.
The model basically follows the same structure of priors and hyperparameters adopted in Haustsch and Ou (2010) , except for decay parameters and time-varying volatilities. Note that the fit of the model basically does not change with the choices of these hyperparameters, which can be understood by the large number of observations in the term structure of interest rates over time. The values of the hyperparameters used in the estimations can be obtained from the authors, and were omitted here for space restrictions.
By defining the structure of prior distributions and of the likelihood, it is possible to retrieve the posterior distribution of parameters and latent factors. Due to the use of nonlinear structures and to the use of nonconjugate priors, it is not possible to obtain posterior distributions in an analytical fashion, and thus it is necessary to use numerical methods. In general, analytical formulas for the posterior distributions are only known in conjugate families, in which prior and posterior distributions belong to the same family. In other cases, it is necessary to use numerical methods to calculate the posterior distribution of data and, in high dimensionality problems, it is necessary to use Monte Carlo simulations. A successful Monte Carlo method used in high dimensionality problems is the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (e.g. Robert and Casella (2005) , Gamerman and Lopes (2006) ). MCMC methods are based on the simulation of Markov chains whose stationary (invariant) distribution converges to the posterior distribution of data.
An especially important property to reduce the computational cost of these simulations is that the estimation of p(Θ|y) can be factored by the simulation of conditional distributions of parameters, a procedure known as Componentwise Metropolis-Hastings (e.g. Ntzoufras (2009) ). These conditional simulations allow separating the total parameter space into smaller blocks. The procedure is shown in the following iterations:
This property is based on the Clifford-Hammersley theorem (Robert and Casella, 2005) , which states that under certain conditions for regularity of Markov chains these conditional distributions converge only to the distribution of p(Θ|y). Note that this simulation procedure avoids the use of numerical maximization, which is essentially problematic in latent factor models for the term structure of interest rates, as described in Kim and Orphanides (2005) .
The factorization used in this paper is defined as follows: Let Ω := {Θ, F 1 , . . . , F T , V 1 , . . . , V T } be a random vector whose posterior distribution p(Ω|Y ) can be written as:
When all conditional distributions are known, the MCMC algorithm is reduced to the so-called Gibbs sampler, in which the estimation is carried out by the simulation of all analytically known conditional distributions. When some conditional distribution is not known, it is possible to use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (e.g. Robert and Casella (2005) , Gamerman and Lopes (2006) ), which is a generalization of the acceptance-rejection method used with random variables for the simulation of analytically unknown conditional distributions. Therefore, a usual MCMC estimation method uses the Gibbs algorithm to simulate known conditional distributions and the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to simulate other conditional distributions. Algorithms that use Gibbs and Metropolis-Hastings steps are known as hybrid algorithms, and were initially proposed in Tierney (1994) . A hybrid MCMC algorithm (Robert and Casella, 2005) can be seen as iterations as follows:
For i=1,...,p and given (θ
with probability 1 − ρ θ i with probability ρ where
where q is the so-called tentative or auxiliary distribution, which is used to approximate the unknown distribution to be simulated.
In the structure of priors assumed here, the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is necessary to assess the posterior distributions of parameters and latent factors associated with the decay parameter and with stochastic volatility, which represent the nonlinear components of the model. In other cases, conditional distributions are known and the Gibbs algorithm can be used. For further details, see Haustsch and Ou (2010) . In the Markov Chain Monte Carlo procedure, we started the estimation with 20,000 burn-in iterations, and used another 20,000 iterations in the construction of posterior distributions. To avoid non-convergence problems in the chains, we used each tenth iteration only, discarding any other iterations on this interval. Convergence is ascertained by the Gelman-Rubin diagnostics. To summarize the results, we used the posterior mean, and to construct the confidence intervals and the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the posterior distribution obtained by the MCMC procedure.
Data
In this section, we describe the databases used in the estimation of the models. For the empirical assessment of interest rate curves, we used two different databases, one with daily data and closing prices of the interest rates in ID futures contracts traded at BM&F. The other database consisted of monthly data obtained from the prices of U.S. treasury bonds, and also closing prices (at the end of the month). 2 The database is available from website: www.ssc.upenn.edu/ fdiebold.
The ID futures contract with maturity τ is a futures contract of which the basic asset is the interest rate accumulated on a daily basis, capitalized between trading time t and τ . The value of the contract is given by its value at maturity, R$ 100,000.00 discounted according to the accumulated interest rate, traded between the seller and the buyer of the contract. When buying an ID futures contract for the price at time t and keeping it up to maturity τ , the gain or loss is given by: 100.000
where y i denotes the ID rate (i − 1) days after the trading day. The function ζ represents the number of days between t and τ . The ID futures contract is very similar to a zero-coupon bond, except for the fact that marginal calls are paid on a daily basis. Every day the cash flow is the difference between the adjustment price (liquidation) of the current day and the adjustment price of the previous day, corrected by the ID rate of the previous day.
The ID futures contracts are traded at BM&F, which determines the number of maturities with authorized contracts. In general, there are around 20 maturities with authorized contracts every day, but not all of them have liquidity. Often, approximately 10 maturities have contracts with higher liquidity. There are contracts with monthly maturities for the months that begin each quarter (January, April, July, and October). In addition, there are contracts with maturities for the four months that follow the current month. The maturity date is the first business day of the month on which the contract is due.
The data used in this paper consist of daily observations of the interest rates of ID futures contracts, closing prices. In practice, contracts with all maturities are not observed every day. Therefore, from the observed rates, the data were converted to fixed maturities of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 24, 27, 29, 31 and 33 months, using cubic spline interpolations.
3 The database contains the maturities with highest liquidity for January 2006 through February 2009, totaling 756 observations. Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics for the Brazilian interest rate curve. Mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and some autocorrelation coef-2 For further details on this database, see Diebold and Li (2006) . 3 Note that the use of interpolations is only necessary to obtain a database with the same vertices for each day in the sample, which is especially important to verify the predictive power of the models tested for each vertex. The same estimation method can be used for data without interpolations, and the general results do not change significantly. Estimations of dynamic Nelson-Siegel models using Bayesian methods without interpolations can be found, for instance, in Laurini and Westin (2010) . ficients are reported for each maturity. Note that the interest rates for shorter maturities are more volatile and have higher persistence, differing a little bit from what is usually observed in interest rate curves for economies with more mature markets. Also note that the interest rate curve has a positive but smooth slope in the mean values.
For the empirical assessment of the proposed generalizations, we also used the same database analyzed by Diebold and Li (2006) , and Koopman et al. (2010) . The database consists of the unsmoothed forward rates described in Fama and Bliss (1987) , obtained from U.S. Treasury bonds, with fixed maturities of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96 , 108 and 120 months. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics for the U.S. Treasury database. Mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and some autocorrelation coefficients are reported for each maturity. Some common characteristics shared by the interest rate curves can be observed, such as positive slope, longer maturities with smaller volatility and lower persistence than shorter maturities, and level as the most persistent component. Figures 1 and 2 show the evolution of the Brazilian and U.S. interest rate over time. In both cases, there is a wide time range in the interest rate curve level, with less intense variations in slope and curvature. In the case of the U.S. interest rate curve, the decline in level over time is quite evident, which is not that evident in the Brazilian case because of the database used, which covers a shorter time period. In both cases, databases with fixed maturities are used. Note: The sample consists of daily data for maturities of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 24, 27, 29, 31 and 33 months. Note: The sample consists of monthly data for maturities of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 30, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96, 108 and 120 months.
Analysis of Results
In this section, we examine the adjustment of the generalizations proposed for the volatility structure. For the sake of comparison, we also estimate some alternative parameterizations: structure proposed by Diebold and Li (2006) , twostep estimation with fixed λ (P1) defined a priori ; same parameterization as before, but including the decay factor λ as time-varying, without taking into account the conditional heteroskedasticity (P2).
We also estimate the model with the same Diebold-Li parameterization, with fixed λ defined a priori, modeling the conditional heteroskedasticity with specific stochastic volatility factors (P3); same specification as before but with fixed λ, estimated together with the other parameters (P4); model with varying λ and common stochastic volatility factor (P5); model with varying λ and stochastic volatility for each latent factor, considering two alternative specifications for the dynamics of factors, AR(1) and VAR(1) (P6 and P7); parameterization with total leverage, i.e., full correlation matrix across all stochastic volatilities (P8). Table 6 shows the number of parameters estimated in each parameterization.
ID futures contract database
At first, we estimated the model using the two-step procedure, with a fixed λ parameter and disregarding the conditional heteroskedasticity (parameterization -1  -1  3  3  3  6  σ  4  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  SV --9 9 7 9 9 9 VAR (β s) 6 6 6 6 6 6 12 6 Correl -------6
Note: σ refers to the variances of β's and of the measurement error for the models estimated by the two-step method. The correlations refer to the specification with leverage (full correlation matrix across all SVs).
P1).
4 Parameter λ, which determines the shape of the interest rate curve, was chosen such that it minimizes the root mean squared error (RMSE) for in-sample fit ( λ = 0.1046). Table 4 shows the RMSE for the fit of the ID futures interest rate curve, taking into account all the analyzed parameterizations. The RMSE is expressed as basis points (bps). Note that even the model estimated by the two-step procedure, using OLS, captures a substantial part of the dynamics of the interest rate curve, especially for medium-term maturities. The average RMSE for this parameterization is 0.45 bps. However, the presence of high autocorrelation in the residuals indicates that important information on mean and variance is being neglected.
In the second parameterization, the decay parameter, λ, is deemed to be timevarying and is estimated jointly with the other factors (Parameterization P2). Thus, the model has four latent factors, β 1t , β 2t , β 3t and β 4t (λ t ); so, it is nonlinear and is estimated by Bayesian inference (MCMC) in a single step. This specification does not include conditional heteroskedasticity. Considering that λ varies over time significantly improves the quality of fit, and the RMSE mean drops to 0.07. In the third parameterization (P3), the parameter λ is defined a priori, but conditional heteroskedasticity is modeled by a structure with specific stochastic volatility component for each latent factor. Taking into account the conditional variance of factors separately substantially improves the quality of fit, and the RMSE mean drops from 0.45 to 0.15 bps (Table 4) .
In another alternative, we estimate the model in a single step and deal with conditional variance using specific stochastic volatility components, as in the previous case (P4). Nonetheless, in this case, the decay factor, λ, is estimated jointly with the other parameters and kept constant for all time periods. As highlighted earlier, in this case, the model is nonlinear and the parameters are estimated simul- The last line contains the number of times the parameterization outperformed the other ones. Boldface indicates better performance at maturity. RMSE expressed as basis points. P1 = Two-step estimation (2S) with a fixed λ; P2 = One-step estimation (1S) with time-varying λ; P3 = Estimation (2S), with λ defined a priori and SV for each factor; P4 = Estimation (1S), with estimated λ and SV for each factor; P5 = Estimation (1S), time-varying λ and factor SV; P6 and P7 = Estimation (1S), time-varying λ, SV for each factor and dynamics of factors modeled by AR(1) and VAR(1), respectively; P8 = Estimation (1S), parameterization with full leverage.
taneously by Bayesian inference using MCMC. With this specification, the quality of fit improves compared to the ones considered previously, and the RMSE mean is 0.067, outperforming the other ones, mainly at longer maturities (Table 4) . The first alternative specification proposed for Diebold and Li (2006) model consists in including a common stochastic volatility factor in measurement, as defined in equations (8, 9 and 10), discussed in Section 3. In this case, we also regard the decay factor λ t as a fourth latent factor, β 4t (Parameterization P5). The vector β t is then modeled by a VAR process (equation 14), as in Koopman et al. (2010) . Figure 3 shows the time series for the latent factors, including the decay parameter, λ t .
In addition to being useful for the pricing and management of fixed income assets, modeling the conditional volatility of the interest rate curve, in this case using a common stochastic volatility component, improves the fit of the model, and the RMSE mean drops to 0.06 bps. Note that in the case of the Brazilian interest rate curve, the parameterization has a better performance for 5 out of the 14 maturities analyzed, especially for the intermediate portion of the curve. Besides taking into account the conditional variance of the interest rate curve, regarding the decay factor λ t as time-varying allows observing changes in the term structure over time as, for instance, the maturity at which the curvature factor loading is maximized. Figure 4 shows the estimated factor and measurement error volatilities. Observe that the measurement error volatility is especially high in the second half of 2008, period which coincides with the most critical phase of the international financial crisis. The estimated stochastic volatility component demonstrates the capacity of the model to capture the conditional heteroskedasticity observed in interest rates, identifying the moments of change, such as inverted shape, at the end of 2006 and in the last quarter of 2008, periods marked by changes in monetary policy conduct.
The second generalization consists in estimating the model by using conditional heteroskedasticity separately in latent factors and in measurement errors. In this specification, both factor volatility and the decay factor λ t are deemed to be time-varying. Figure 5 shows the estimates of latent factors, including the decay factor. In this case, full (Parameterization P6) and diagonal (Parameterization P7) specifications were considered for the transition equation that models the factor dynamics, but it should be noted that in the latter case the dynamics of λ t is modeled by an AR(1). A parameterization with total leverage, with full correlation matrix across all stochastic volatilities, was also used (Parameterization P8). Once again, note that the estimated factors describe well the changes in the interest rate curve level observed in Figure 1 . The last three columns of Table 4 show the RMSE for the second change in the model, with the full and diagonal VAR matrix for the factor dynamics (P6 and P7), in addition to leverage for volatility components (P8). Estimation details are discussed in Section 4. Note that with this parameterization the model has the lowest RMSE means (0.0584, 0.0581 and 0.0580, respectively). Compared to the specification that imposes a common volatility factor, it has a better fit for 9 out of 14 maturities, especially the longest ones, outperforming other parameterizations in all vertices.
The evolution of volatility factors, ln(h β1 t ), ln(h β2 t ) and ln(h β3 t ), and the volatility of measurement errors, σ ,t , are shown in Figure 6 . Confidence intervals for the estimation of parameters related to the dynamics of latent factors and stochastic volatility factors, model specified by equations (5-10) and model specified by equations (12-16), are shown in Table 5 . In both cases, the latent factors are highly persistent. In addition, we found strong evidence of high autocorrelation in volatility factors, with autoregressive coefficients of 0.998, 0.997 and 0.998 for level, slope, and curvature, respectively. Confidence intervals for the stochastic volatility parameters of measurement errors, σ ,t , and for the dynamics of the decay factor, λ t , are shown in Table 7 .
95% confidence intervals forλ t and σ ,t (BRA). Note: 95% confidence intervals for the decay factor and for the measurement error variance.
Therefore, it seems clear that regarding the parameter λ t as fixed and ignoring the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity, although it facilitates the estimation procedures, implies loss of the quality of fit. Results also indicate that the maturity for which curvature has maximum weight is not constant over time. Thus, keeping λ constant throughout the sampling period could be very restrictive, as the data cover a long time period. In particular, the maturity at which the curvature factor β 3t is maximized and the speed of decay of the slope factor β 2t depend only on parameter λ, and are maintained constant as a consequence. However, these features of the interest rate curve can change over time, especially for the Brazilian interest rate curve, which went through several changes in the past few years owing to changes in macroeconomic fundamentals.
In the analysis in which we used ID futures contract data, we concluded that regarding the decay parameter as time-varying and including conditional volatility improve the quality of fit. The extension with specific stochastic volatility components had the best performance.
U.S. Treasury database
In this section, we estimate the same parameterizations for the U.S. Treasury database described in Section 5. Table 8 shows the RMSE for each maturity, taking into account all the estimated versions of the model.
The first parameterization of the model (P1) follows Diebold and Li (2006) , with a decay parameter λ equal to 0.0609. The model also was estimated using the time-varying decay parameter λ, regarded as a fourth latent factor, without considering conditional heteroskedasticity (P2). Unlike the ID futures contract database, this parameterization does not improve the fit of the model compared to the previous case, and the RMSE mean is then slightly higher (equal to 0.0881 bps).
The model also was estimated using the parameter λ defined a priori and a stochastic volatility structure with specific component for each factor (P3). This parameterization outperforms the previous ones in terms of RMSE at all maturities, as shown in Table 8 , highlighting the importance of conditional heteroskedasticity. In the subsequent specification, the model is estimated in a single step using the fixed λ parameter, jointly estimated with the other factors (P4). The same structure is used for the volatility of the previous case. In this case, the fit Note: The last line shows the number of times the parameterization outperformed the other ones. Boldface indicates better performance at maturity. RMSE expressed as basis points. P1 = Two-step procedure (2S) with constant λ; P2 = One-step procedure (1S) with time-varying λ; P3 = 2S estimation with λdefined a priori and SV for each factor; P4 = 1S estimation with estimated λ and SV for each factor; P5 = 1S estimation with time-varying λ and factor SV; P6 and P7 = 1S estimation with time-varying λ, SV for each factor, and factor dynamics modeled by AR(1) and VAR(1), respectively; P8 = 1S estimation, parameterization with total leverage. l.
improves marginally for some medium-term maturities, but the RMSE mean is higher than in the previous case. The two generalizations proposed for the model were also estimated. The first one utilizes a common stochastic volatility component and the second one includes specific stochastic volatility components for each factor (P5). Thus, as with ID futures contract data, the results show that the extension of the model with specific volatility components improves the quality of fit, mainly for longer maturities, outperforming the most basic specifications. The parameterization with a common stochastic volatility component has a lower RMSE than other parameterizations in 4 out of 17 maturities, with a mean RMSE of 0.0604 bps, outperforming the parameterizations assessed previously. The last three columns in Table 8 display the RMSE for all the maturities of the parameterization that includes specific stochastic volatility components for each latent factor. As with the case of ID futures contract data, complete (P7) and diagonal (P7) specifications were considered for the transition equation that models the factor dynamics, but in the latter case the dynamics of λ t is modeled by an AR(1). A parameterization with total leverage (P8), full correlation matrix across all stochastic volatilities, was also estimated. Specifications with specific volatility components outperform other specifications in 10 out of 17 maturities, especially in terms of the longest portion of the interest rate curve. Note that, in the case of the U.S. Treasury interest rate curve, the best fit was obtained by modeling the factor dynamics with a VAR(1), with mean RMSE of 0.0601 basis points. Figure 9 shows the time series for the latent and decay factors for the model estimated with specific volatility components and complete VAR for the factor dynamics. Once again, note that the downward trend in the general interest rate curve level is well captured by the component β 1 . Also in this case, parameter λ t ranges between 0.05 and 0.10 most of the time. Figure 10 depicts the behavior of specific volatility factors and measurement error variance at each t. Again, the results provide evidence of how important it is to take into account conditional variance in interest rate curve models. Moreover, the results found here, using both the ID futures contract and the U.S. Treasury databases, indicate that imposing a specific volatility component structure for each latent factor of Diebold and Li (2006) model and regarding the decay factor as time-varying has significant gains in quality of fit. However, unlike Brazilian data, regarding the parameter λ as time-varying does not have significant gains in quality of fit in the U.S. Treasury database. With respect to conditional heteroskedasticity, the quality of fit improved significantly in both cases. Tables 9 and 10 show the confidence intervals for the factor dynamics parameters for the model with factor stochastic volatility and for the model with specific stochastic volatility factors, respectively. Observe that the imposition of a volatility component structure slightly changes the persistence of factors, increasing the autoregressive components of latent factors in both cases. Parameters for the dynamics of volatility factors, (h Note: 95% confidence intervals in brackets. Parameterization using VAR for latent factors and specific SV. Table 11 shows the confidence intervals for the stochastic volatility parameters of measurement errors, σ ,t , and for the decay factor dynamics, λ t . Note: 95% confidence intervals for the decay factor and measurement error variance.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two extensions for Nelson and Siegel (1987) term structure model developed by Diebold and Li (2006) . Using two different databases -the first one containing data on ID futures contracts traded at BM&F and the same database used by Diebold and Li (2006) , and Koopman et al. (2010) , containing U.S. Treasury data -we estimated Nelson-Siegel model with factor loadings and time-varying volatility. In the first specification, we followed the structure proposed by Koopman et al. (2010) , using a common stochastic volatility component for measurement errors, modeled by a stochastic volatility process. In the second generalization, we extended the formulation introduced by Haustsch and Ou (2010) and proposed modeling the stochastic volatility of latent factors in Nelson and Siegel (1987) model in a straightforward fashion, regarding factor loadings as time-varying. This structure allows capturing the interest rate curve volatility in a flexible and also parsimonious way. The model is represented in state-space form, in which the factors in the transition equation have stochastic volatility and the stochastic volatility components follow a dynamic latent process. As the model is nonlinear, we proposed the use of Bayesian inference, based on the MCMC method, to estimate Nelson-Siegel model with stochastic volatility.
In the specification with a common volatility factor, as proposed by Koopman et al. (2010) , this factor can be interpreted as the volatility of a benchmark bond portfolio, structured as a GARCH model as in Engle et al. (1990) and Engle and Ng (1993) . This specification does not allow different volatilities in individual interest rates. In the specification proposed herein, the volatility factor associated with the interest rate curve level h β1 t is a common variance component as in the joint volatility factor in Koopman et al. (2010) and can be seen as an implicit proxy for the volatility of a market bond as that used by Engle et al. (1990) . Volatility factor h β2 t captures the changes in spread over time between the rates obtained for long and short maturities and is interpreted as slope volatility. Similarly, h β3 t is the volatility of a portfolio of bonds with medium-term maturities, which captures the uncertainty associated with the interest rate curve. Koopman et al. (2010) estimated Nelson-Siegel model with two changes, compared to what Diebold and Li (2006) proposed; the first one is that the model is estimated with a time-varying decay factor, and the second one is that they consider the interest rate volatility to be time-varying using a common (GARCH) volatility component. They demonstrated that regarding parameter λ as timevarying improves the fit, but that modeling volatility has more significant gains in terms of fit. Our results followed the same pattern when we regarded the decay parameter as time-varying, as the fit improved, mainly in the case of the ID futures contract database. Just as in Koopman et al. (2010) , the most significant gains were obtained when we considered the conditional heteroskedasticity of the interest rate curve, either by using a common stochastic volatility component or mainly by imposing a structure with specific volatility components for each factor, which is not allowed in the specification proposed by Koopman et al. (2010) .
The specification proposed herein also has some advantages over the inference methods used in Koopman et al. (2010) . The Bayesian method allows for accurate inferences in finite samples for parameters and latent factors, whereas the method of Koopman et al. (2010) is based on a series of approximations and linearizations, which could lead to losses when fitting the data and to problems with convergence and local maxima in the likelihood function. Also note that the stochastic volatility model allows for continuous time representation, which does not occur in GARCH models.
Our estimation results provide evidence of different time-varying stochastic volatilities for interest rate curve factors, with highly persistent volatility factors. In particular, the level factor is the one that most contributes to interest rate volatility. With respect to the ID futures contract database, regarding the decay parameter as time-varying improves the quality of fit. However, specifications that include a common volatility component or which deal with latent factor volatility separately are superior to others, with lower RMSE for all maturities. For shorter maturities, the model with common volatility components has a better quality of fit. On the other hand, for longer maturities, the specification with specific volatility components outperforms the other ones, especially with respect to the results obtained for the U.S. Treasury interest rate curve.
In addition, modeling the specific stochastic volatility of each factor can give important information about risk assessment in the portfolio of public and derivative securities. Alternatives that could be addressed in forthcoming studies include additional factors for curvature and slope, as proposed by Laurini and Westin (2010) , rendering the model more flexible, as well as other specifications for the volatility structure, such as multivariate or regime switch models. It should be noted that the findings obtained here are valid for in-sample fit, as an analysis of out-of-sample forecasts could yield different results, thus favoring more parsimonious specifications, but we highlight that the focus of the present paper was on checking which volatility structure is more suitable to the interest rate curve
